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We examine the scope of inquiry into the measurement and assessment of the state public health policy environment. We argue that there are gains to be made by looking systematically at policies both within and across health domains. We draw from the public health and public policy literature to develop the concepts of interdomain and intradomain policy comprehensiveness and illustrate how these concepts can be used to enhance surveillance of the current public health policy environment, improve understanding of the adoption of new policies, and enhance evaluations of the impact of such policies on health outcomes. (Am J Public Health. 2012;102:1697-1705. doi:10.2105/AJPH.2012.300716)

The 2011 Institute of Medicine report For the Public's Health: Revitalizing Law and Policy to Meet New Challenges called public policy "among the most powerful tools to improve population health." However, the institute's recommendation that legislators and government agencies "familiarize themselves with the array of legal and policy tools available" poses substantial challenges in the absence of conceptual and methodological clarity on how these tools should be measured, classified, adopted, and used, especially at the state level. Categorizing and assessing different provisions of state policies is a complex task, made even more difficult by the absence of standardized methods. Different approaches to operationalizing policy measures have also led, in some cases, to conflicting evidence of their effectiveness. Furthermore, these assessments have largely treated public health issues as independent silos, with little reference to how policies may work in concert or at odds with one another either within or across public health domains.

Several authors have highlighted the important limitations of existing studies that fail to account for the full range of policies that may have contributed to the outcome in question. To date, however, there is still relatively little systematic surveillance of the complete set of public health policies adopted by states across multiple public health arenas, and there has been even less of a focus on the evolution and impact of these different combinations of policies on health outcomes.

We argue here that an integrated and systematic assessment of public health policies within and across health domains is necessary for measuring the effectiveness of any individual health policy or law. Such an assessment is also necessary to understand how and why US states and localities have constructed vastly different health policy landscapes over time. Note that by "policy" we refer to the enactment of such approaches. We focus on the total number of health policies in place in a given jurisdiction at any given time.

Our objective is to respond to growing interest among policymakers and advocates in understanding the ways policy tools can be used to improve population health both within and across health areas. Indeed, findings from a 2007 Association of State and Territorial Health Officials (ASTHO) survey indicated that state health agencies ranked "developing effective health policy" among their top 5 priorities. Our argument is thus meant to engage researchers and advocates in considering how to apply a more thorough approach to their work in policy development and analysis and to assist them in communicating these ideas to policymakers.

In developing a framework for conceptualizing the broader state health policy landscape, we begin by introducing 2 new constructs: intradomain policy comprehensiveness and interdomain policy comprehensiveness. We discuss the ways in which these constructs aid in illuminating the composition of different state policy landscapes and discuss how they may influence the study, measurement, and effects of public health policies. To illustrate our arguments, we construct a data set of 27 public health policies in all 50 states between 1980 and 2000 and discuss observed patterns in public health policy adoption. We then review the literature on internal and external determinants of policy adoption and diffusion and consider the ways these determinants may be associated with the comprehensiveness of states' health policy landscapes. We end with a series of research questions that stem from our approach.

THEORIES OF POLICYMAKING AND POLICY CHANGE

There are numerous ways in which public policies can affect health. At the first, most distal level are what Burris et al. term "incidental" laws and policies that affect income, education, housing, or other factors that have an indirect impact on health outcomes. Second are "infrastructural" laws and policies that authorize development and financing of institutions and programs meant to improve the public's health and facilitate the uptake of social services. Third are "interventional" approaches meant to directly affect population health by limiting exposure to potentially harmful materials, discouraging unhealthy behaviors, encouraging healthy behaviors, or engaging in a combination of such approaches. We focus primarily on the third category because of its unambiguous intention and more proximal association with health outcomes. However, we
anticipate that our conclusions may apply to other types of health policies as well.

We focus on states because they have substantial legal authority to intervene in protecting the health and safety of their populations. States use a variety of tools to intervene, including taxation; regulation of commercial activities through licensing and other mechanisms; provision of communication campaigns, subsidies, or incentives; or levying of criminal or civil penalties. A rich literature in political science has explored the ways in which new policy issues emerge on states' political agendas, including the crucial roles of political interest groups, advocacy coalitions, and policy entrepreneurs. Classic works in the field have also investigated the ways in which states may be early leaders or reluctant followers in adopting new laws or policies and identified factors associated with policy diffusion across different states over time.

The salience of health policy issues may depend on a number of factors, including the degree to which the public perceives the issue to be important and "actionable." On a few public health issues a politicized national debate has focused attention and created external pressure to enact laws, as in the areas of access to abortion services and sexual education in schools. Pressure from federal mandates or cost-sharing programs has also created imperatives for state policy action, particularly in the areas of cash transfers and health insurance. However, much of public health policymaking takes place without high-profile polarized debate or federal mandate. In these cases, states' decisions regarding new policy choices may be affected by factors such as past action in the health area, the emergence of interest groups, new evidence regarding policy effectiveness, the strength of the state's public health infrastructure, and the political orientation of state leaders.

Knowledge about the ways in which these factors interact in different states can aid in understanding how different policy landscapes evolve within states. Within the last decade, several scholars have investigated policy choices states have made regarding welfare reform. They have identified important commonalities among states based on the types of policies they adopt, the breadth and scope of these policies, eligibility criteria, and benefit levels. Insights from this work have yielded new evidence about the effects of such regulations regarding financial assistance in different environments. In the next section, we discuss how such an approach applied to health policy might enhance both public health knowledge and practice.

STATE POLICYMAKING WITHIN HEALTH DOMAINS

We define intradomain policy comprehensiveness as the extent to which a given state adopts the entirety of evidenced-based policies within a single public health domain. For example, states wishing to reduce fatalities from motor vehicle crashes have many evidence-based policy choices that could contribute to this outcome, including but not limited to primary enforcement of seatbelt use, adoption of graduated driver's licenses, lowering speed limits, requiring motorcycle helmets, and requiring the appropriate use of infant and child safety seats. Approaches to studying the range of policies within a given public health domain have the potential to enhance our ability to assess the effectiveness of health policies and provide opportunities for multi-sectorial approaches to tackling health problems and their myriad determinants.

First, assessments of policy effectiveness depend on accurate characterization of the actions that can reasonably be attributed to it. But in the field of public health, a number of policies have followed an incremental path whereby many states initially adopt modest changes to laws or agency policies to address an issue before gaining the political support, managerial capacity, or new evidence necessary to develop a more robust approach to the problem. For instance, over decades, a state may initially restrict sales of tobacco in vending machines and then move to stricter penalties for sales of tobacco products to minors. Next, they may restrict billboard advertising of tobacco products and ban the sponsorship of certain events by tobacco companies. Only then might they move to raise sales taxes on cigarettes.

Analyses that focus on each new policy adoption as a unique effort can fail to capture the rest of the policy landscape and its possible interactions with the new policy, its implementation, or its effectiveness. For example, researchers working in the area of traffic fatality prevention have increasingly taken a broader view when assessing the impact of new policies (e.g., underage drinking laws) by simultaneously controlling for the existence of other public policies that may reduce the incidence of car crashes (e.g., speed limits) as well as policies that may reduce the likelihood that any given crash will result in injury or death (e.g., seat belt laws). However, this more comprehensive approach is far less common in other public health domains. The concept of intradomain policy comprehensiveness would aid in policy evaluation efforts through more accurate specification of the policy exposure in question.

Second, given the breadth of many public health issues, there is often a range of agencies that may explicitly or implicitly play a role in addressing any given problem. As such, any given new policy may act in concert (or at odds) with actions administered by other agencies, including schools, law enforcement, and housing, human services, employment, and commerce agencies. Each of these actors has different constituencies and powers and provides sets of services that may touch individuals, localities, or businesses. They may also use different policy tools to achieve their ends. For example, a variety of policy approaches can be used simultaneously to influence alcohol consumption: imposing sales taxes on alcohol, incorporating alcohol abuse training for state workers, or using incentives to increase treatment availability for alcohol addiction. Each of these approaches may involve a different state agency, and each may combine with other policies to create variations in outcomes.

A more thorough approach to policy analysis and development within health areas may therefore identify opportunities for cross-agency collaboration, reduction of duplication of resources, and identification of gaps in action or population coverage.

UNDERSTANDING STATE POLICYMAKING ACROSS PUBLIC HEALTH DOMAINS

We define interdomain policy comprehensiveness as the extent to which a state adopts policies across multiple public health domains.
For example, states may choose to adopt the policies listed earlier to reduce motor vehicle crashes and adopt a full set of policies aimed at reducing smoking, decreasing alcohol consumption, and improving nutritional outcomes. Exploration of public health policymaking across health domains can enhance our understanding of mechanisms for enhancing policy diffusion, choice and effectiveness of different policy tools, the role of political culture, and the social construction of target populations.

State health professionals participate in a number of organizations that help create learning environments and stimulate new policy efforts. These professional networks may be an important determinant of action across domains in public health for several reasons. First, except in the case of certain epidemics, the severity of many public health problems may be difficult to estimate, both because of an attenuated time period between exposures and health outcomes and because many health problems have multiple determinants. Evidence regarding the severity of some problems may emerge slowly and be hotly disputed (e.g., the link between smoking and lung cancer).

State professional associations provide expert testimony, repackage components of contested legislation, and identify allies to aid in passing laws. In these ways, they may strengthen the capacities of state governments to act in multiple domains.

Second, organizations such as ASTHO and the National Conference of State Legislatures regularly convene state policy leaders, disseminate results through written and Web-based materials, provide technical assistance, distribute examples of enacted (and defeated) legislation, and suggest strategies for advocacy on specific policy topics. These organizations have agendas that involve multiple domains and varied expertise, which may help explain the increased adoption of interdomain policies over time. For example, ASTHO recently summarized evidence on nutrition and advocates that states support certain forms of menu calorie labeling, regulate or ban trans fats, and develop strategies for reducing sodium in foods, including warning labels for high-sodium foods. ASTHO also provides testimony to Congress on obesity, highlighting specific state initiatives deemed to be successful.

Given the charge of such organizations, experience in one domain may be quickly applied to new ones. Investigating interdomain comprehensiveness may also help us understand ways in which choices among policy tools in one arena may have an impact on the choice of tools in another. That is, the choice of tools may be interdependent, with states acting in sequential years to use the same tool on a number of different health issues. States may decide to increase or create taxes for consumers on products linked to poor health outcomes, such as alcohol, and then expand that approach to include tobacco and soda. In these ways, states may become public health “learning laboratories,” applying the lessons of policymaking in public health in one arena to another. At the same time, in some states it may be politically feasible to pass a tax only on a single product; as a result, action in one arena may delay or forgo action in another. Adopting this more comprehensive approach in policy evaluations, for example, may shed additional light on reasons for a policy’s effectiveness or lack thereof that stem from experiences states have already had with certain policy tools.

Examining interdomain comprehensiveness also offers the opportunity to test assumptions about the relationship between state political culture and policy adoption and effectiveness. Schneider and Ingram have argued that some of the variation in public policies within domains (often involving entitlement programs) is related to the political power of the group affected and the ways in which program recipients are judged to be socially deserving. A number of case studies have examined the proposition that public perceptions of groups judged to be less deserving result in public programs with smaller benefits or greater criminal penalties for “undesirable” behaviors. For example, states with the largest Black populations tend to provide the least generous welfare benefits, and White adults are less likely to support welfare programs if they believe that the primary users and beneficiaries are members of minority groups.

Finally, with regard to public health, some states may have relatively consistent patterns of protecting certain groups, particularly children, that stem from state constitutions or legal precedents and reflect varied understandings of state responsibilities. Patterns of protections for such groups may be less related to narrow policy issues of the public health domain and more related to the state’s historic interpretation of its responsibilities and authority. Thus, investigating a state’s pattern of enacting laws targeted toward a specific group across multiple domains may help assess the feasibility of passing any new legislation concerning that target population.

POLICY TRAJECTORIES AND TYPOLOGIES AND THEIR DETERMINANTS

To investigate whether the constructs of intradomain and interdomain policy comprehensiveness might aid in thinking about the public health policy landscape, we investigated whether states adopt more “interventional” public health policies over time and whether there are discernible trajectories in this adoption behavior across domains (interdomain) over time. We assembled data on 27 evidence-based public health policies from existing databases and the peer-reviewed literature, including the National Highway Transportation Safety Administration, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s State Legislated Actions on Tobacco Issues, and the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism’s Alcohol Policy Information System, for the period 1980 to 2000. We included only policies for which there was evidence of effectiveness and for which data were available for all states for each year between 1980 and 2000 (Table 1 provides a description of each policy). For measures of intradomain
TABLE 1—Evidence-Based Health Policies Assessed: US States, 1980–2000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health Domain</th>
<th>Public Policy or Law</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
<th>Data Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol regulations</td>
<td>Minimum legal drinking age (21 years)</td>
<td>References 34, 54-62</td>
<td>References 53, 58, 63-65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beer keg registration requirement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beer tax (above yearly median)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Host legal liability (i.e., dram shop laws)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sunday sales restrictions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drunk and risky driving</td>
<td>Zero tolerance laws (lower blood alcohol content for individuals younger than 21 years)</td>
<td>References 66-75</td>
<td>References 51, 53, 65, 76, 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blood alcohol levels &lt; 0.08%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open container laws</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graduated driver’s license requirements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mandatory prison days for driving under the influence offenses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Speed limits (&lt; 60 mph)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobacco and smoking</td>
<td>Clean indoor air: restaurants</td>
<td>References 78, 79</td>
<td>References 52, 80, 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clean indoor air: bars</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clean indoor air: worksites</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Restrictions on cigarette advertising</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cigarette taxes (above national yearly median)</td>
<td>References 82, 83</td>
<td>References 84-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firearms</td>
<td>Juvenile sales restrictions</td>
<td>References 54, 87-92</td>
<td>References 77, 93-95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gun safety locks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Secondary sale background checks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Concealed weapons restrictions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mandatory wait periods</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passenger and driver safety</td>
<td>Adult seatbelt requirements</td>
<td>References 54, 87-92</td>
<td>References 77, 93-95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seatbelt primary enforcement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Child restraint device requirements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fines for failure to use seatbelt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduced legal liability for failure to use seatbelt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Motorcycle helmet requirements for all riders</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. This list of policies is not exhaustive. It contains only policies for which there is peer-reviewed evidence of effectiveness and impact on health outcomes and for which data are publicly available for all states and years.

comprehensiveness, we assessed the presence of 5 evidence-based policies regarding alcohol regulations. To explore interdomain comprehensiveness, we simply counted the number of policies listed in Table 1 that each state had in place each year.

Figure 1 presents the total number of evidence-based policies concerning alcohol regulation (and for which complete data were available) by state. Darker shades represent a higher number of policies in place in 2000. The size of the parenthesis symbol shows the change in number of policies since 1980, with larger symbols representing a greater number of policies adopted. The map shows several concentrations of states with higher numbers of policies, but no single state had all 5 policies in place as of 2000. Seven states had only a single policy in place in 2000. In these states, either no changes in laws had been made since 1980 or the single law in question had been added during that time. Seven other states had 4 of the 5 policies in place in 2000. Most of these states exhibited substantial policy action during the study period. Only 1 state (Indiana) reduced the number of laws in place (from 3 in 1980 to 2 in 2000). Overall, 14 states had no changes in policy between 1980 and 2000.

Figure 2 illustrates interdomain policy comprehensiveness. As can be seen, there is wide variation among states in the number of policies they had in place in 1980. There was a mean of 5 (of 27) policies per state, ranging from a low of 2 policies in Colorado and New Hampshire to a high of 9 in Illinois. By 2000, the mean number of policies had increased to 12 and ranged from a low of 7 in Mississippi to a high of 21 in California. Clearly, there was a national trend toward adopting more evidence-based health policies over this period. What is striking is that the variation among states also increased over time instead of regressing toward the mean. To explore these observations further, we characterize states' policy adoption behaviors into different trajectories over time.
Highway Safety's ranking of child restraint scorecards® or the Insurance Institute for behavior, albeit crude, nevertheless suggest that bear further investigation. Figure 1 that there may be patterns of state policymaking trajectories. To characterize these trajectories, we calculated the mean intercept (initial number of policies) and slope (rate of change) over time and grouped states according to their relationship to these measures. This descriptive technique resulted in identification of states exhibiting 5 major patterns over time: minimalist states (below-mean intercept and average positive slope, e.g., Wyoming), maximalist states (higher than mean intercept and mean positive slope, e.g., Hawaii), constant increasers (lower than mean intercept and higher than mean positive slope, e.g., Arkansas), and constant midlevel states (mean intercept and mean positive slope, e.g., Maine).

These illustrations of state policy adoption behavior, albeit crude, nevertheless suggest that there may be patterns of state policymaking that bear further investigation. Figure 1 resembles maps produced by advocacy groups (see, for example, the Brady campaign state scorecards96 or the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety's ranking of child restraint laws97) and other agencies that characterize the extent to which states adopt a set of recommended policies, often by constructing scales that attach equal (or at times different) weights to each policy present. These resources have been enormously helpful in identifying gaps in coverage for specific health areas. However, there are numerous areas for which such data are not available or for which the publicly available source does not rigorously document how the data are obtained, coded, updated, or validated.98 Explicit use of concepts such as intradomain comprehensiveness could encourage more systematic data collection regarding the complete set of public health policies intended to address any given health problem, provide opportunities to identify policy gaps, and help focus advocacy on new or continued policy adoption efforts.

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate patterns of interdomain comprehensiveness that also require investigation. These figures suggest that obvious explanations of policy adoption patterns may not suffice. For instance, there is large geographic variation within each cluster of states, suggesting that the comprehensiveness of the health policy landscape is more than a function of regional characteristics. Nor does examination of the states grouped within each cluster suggest a simple “blue state/red state” dichotomy in regard to the number of policies in place at any given time. The figures also demonstrate that, even as of the latest date for which all data were available, no states had adopted the full range of the reduced set of evidence-based policies we examined.

Using the concepts of interdomain and intradomain comprehensiveness to investigate these findings could aid in understanding why states behave differently from one another in responding to new policy options. For instance, the minimalist states, by definition, adopted very few policies within and across public health domains. However, this observation is subject to different interpretations about the state's role in protecting public health, depending on whether these minimalist states adopted only those policies with the strongest evidence. States that established higher numbers of policies may have done so either by adopting many policies within a single domain (high intradomain comprehensiveness) or by pursuing a minimal approach across many health domains (high interdomain comprehensiveness), perhaps as a result of a strategy of targeting certain population groups (such as children). Finally, maximalist states have a more comprehensive set of policies both within and across public health policy domains, but none have adopted all of the policies under examination.

Identifying the most important factors that explain variations in the adoption of evidence-based public policies at the state level remains a challenge. These factors have been classified as determinants that are internal or external to the state. External determinants of policy adoption include new knowledge or scientific evidence, the geographic region in which states exist, the need to comply with nationally accepted standards or mandates, and the positioning of states for resources in relation to one another.99 Internal determinants include factors such as the demographic characteristics of a state's population (educational attainment, racial composition, urbanicity, political ideology).22

The presence of a state legislature that is paid and in session a substantial portion of the year is an important internal determinant of whether new policies are adopted,100,101 as is...
the size of the public workforce. The political makeup of the state population and of the state legislature and governor is also associated with the numbers and types of policies adopted. Several studies have demonstrated a direct relationship between the percentage of adults with self-identified liberal political values in a state and the passage of hate crime laws, greater gun purchasing restrictions, Medicaid reimbursement, eligibility, and services, and mental health and hospital policies. State fiscal health is also important, especially with respect to adoption (and repeal) of distributive programs. Finally, many of these factors may be interdependent, in that markers of government capacity may themselves reflect the state’s political culture and attitudes toward government and its ability to use information to improve government effectiveness.

ELEMENTS OF A RESEARCH AGENDA

So far, we have made an argument for more comprehensive approaches to assessing the state health policy landscape, reviewed theories describing why states may exhibit different patterns of health policies over time, and illustrated these concepts empirically. This section outlines elements of an agenda to further research in this area.

First, amassing consistent evidence about the effectiveness of a variety of public health policies has, at times, been hampered by inconsistency and methodological limitations. Collecting these data, over multiple years and with sufficient detail, will require substantial and rigorous original research. Beyond data collection, there are several ways to approach the measurement of the proposed constructs. These include simply counting the number of policies in each domain a given state may have in place at any given time (as we have done here), weighing certain policies more heavily...

Note: Each line represents the total number of policies present within the state during each year. (A color version of this figure is available as a supplement to the online-only version of this article at http://www.ajph.org.)
on the basis of the evidence supporting their potential impact, or using statistical techniques to capture potential latent factors describing specific policy combinations or clusters of policy adoption trajectories over time.

Measuring these constructs is complicated by the fact that they are neither independent nor static. They evolve over time, reflect learning within and among states, and are often the result of multiple actors working both for and against any new legislative action. They may even be repealed. Adequately capturing the dynamic nature of the health policy landscape may require the development of new techniques or adapting tools from other fields, such as those from the field of complexity or systems science.10,11

Second, how can we identify which factors drive states to adopt more comprehensive policy approaches to public health problems over time? Patterns of increasing policy adoption and demonstrably effective actions within a domain may reflect a growing appetite for action within that domain. As expertise grows among policymakers and government agencies within a given state in implementing policy within a given domain, these leaders and agencies may become important political actors as well, creating policy feedback loops.12 Key research questions include whether early adopters are able to act more comprehensively within a public health domain over time, whether the comprehensiveness of the health policy landscape at any given time increases the likelihood of future policy adoption efforts, and identification of factors associated with sustaining more comprehensive approaches over time.

A third issue is whether the social construction of target groups may favor more comprehensive approaches, but only for some groups such as children. As noted, states may create protections for children, even in areas in which they may recognize the right of adults to make decisions that could harm their own health, such as policies regarding car safety, tobacco, and alcohol. Would such states be less willing to intervene on other issues regarding adults as well? For instance, would such states choose to focus on school-based nutrition and physical activity guidelines or restrictions on school vending machines rather than on calorie labeling or trans-fats bans?

Fourth, are some policy tools favored more consistently in some states than others? Do certain policy tools, to the degree that they create revenue for the state (minus the costs of enforcement and administration), come to be viewed more positively in states as they choose among policy options to address a public health problem? If so, is it possible to identify best practices in implementation across policy contexts?

Fifth, how important is ideology in determining which health domains are addressed and how? Are states with higher percentages of citizens with liberal orientations also more likely to support a larger public workforce on health issues? As noted, this may create greater pressure and capacity for state action across multiple domains. But does ideology also explain state capacity to adopt and implement more comprehensive policy combinations? If this is the case, then some health policies may need to be repackaged to be more politically palatable to lagging states.

Sixth, although states are essential in determining much of health law and policy, localities are also essential. Thus, a broader research agenda on public health policymaking will need to take into account the rise of entrepreneurial localities that compensate for the lack of policy movement at the state level or attempt to restrict state intervention in local affairs. Learning from local experiences (bottom-up diffusion) may be particularly important in the case of policies for which local evidence may be more compelling to law-makers than experiences from other states,11 but its impact on influencing more comprehensive approaches to public health policymaking is as yet unknown.

Finally, it will be important to understand the cumulative impact of more comprehensive policies on health outcomes over time. Is the mere presence of more policies always better for population health? Are there interactions whereby the presence of one policy (e.g., primary enforcement of seatbelt laws) may enhance the effectiveness of others (e.g., distracted driving regulations)? And, given a menu of policy approaches to any given health problem, have otherwise similar states adopted different combinations of policies that have achieved similar results?

CONCLUSIONS

We have argued that existing approaches to understanding the health policymaking process and its outcomes may obscure important explanations for patterns of policy adoption in public health. They may also complicate attribution of health impacts to individual policies, especially when several different policies together may have had a role in determining the outcome of interest. A broader approach to understanding the state health policy environment, its complexities and dynamics, may ultimately stimulate research on the links between public health and other public policies, their determinants, and their trajectories over time. The aim of this approach is to aid researchers, advocates, and practitioners in identifying whether there are combinations of acceptable policies that would be likely to promote the desired health outcomes and that also would be likely to be adopted in that particular state. That is, are there policy substitutions that might be more feasibly enacted and have similar results in different contexts?

Our discussion here is intended to provoke debate and provide researchers, policymakers, and advocates with new tools to understand the ways in which policy options fit together and how policy decisions may affect a number of important health outcomes. Making more comprehensive assessments of state health policy environments may be more complex than performing single-policy impact evaluations but may open up new vistas for understanding the ways in which policies and policymaking can improve the public’s health.
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